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Abstract—Prediction of relative solvent accessibility
(RSA) is a standard first-approach in predicting threedimensional protein structures. Here we have applied
linear regression methods that include various sequence
homology values for each residue as well as query
residue qualitative predictors, corresponding to each of
the twenty canonical amino acids. We fit the 268-protein
learning set with a variety of sequence homology terms,
including 20 and 6-term sequence entropy, and residue
qualitative predictors. Then estimated RSA values are
subsequently generated for the 215-protein Manesh test
set. The qualitative predictors describe the actual query
residue type (e.g. Gly) as opposed to the measures of
sequence homology for the aligned subject sequences.
This is consistent with our framework of modeling a
limited set of discrete and/or physically intuitive
predictors. Initial calculations involving normalized
RSA values were considered as a likely first attempt,
incorporating the notion of fitting an explicit binary
characterization of individual residues, either as buried
or accessible. Interestingly, the utilization of qualitative
predictors showed significant prediction accuracy.
Subsequent calculations using the original RSA values
gave estimated values that, upon binary classification,
indicated accuracies comparable to other first stage
methods. Development of a second stage methodology is
of current interest.
Keywords-hydrophobicity, sequence entropy, buried residues,
surface accessibilities, qualitative predictors

I.

INTRODUCTION

Historically, the details of protein structure and their
corresponding description of protein function have required
high-resolution three-dimensional structures, typically
involving x-ray crystallography. However with the advent of
extensive databases involving various aspects of protein
structure and function, the elucidation of function is not
necessarily related to the difficult task of detailed protein
structure determination [1][2]. This can include the screening
of large numbers of sequences and related characterization of
possible function. The need for prediction from sequence
and/or sequence homology is a result of the current state of
affairs, where significant difficulties remain for determining
structures derived via X-ray [3]. This has been ameliorated

to some extent by the use of NMR structures as well as
comparative and homology modeling, but a large number of
protein sequences remain without corresponding reliable
three-dimensional structures [4].
One key descriptor of function is the characterization of
solvent accessible surfaces, the results of which are useful in
many applications in protein design and structural
biology [5][6]. Notably these include identifying catalytic
and other key functional residues, including those found on
protein surfaces. For the greatest coverage of the proteome,
this would not necessarily require inputs of high-resolution
three-dimensional structure. And with the advent of
proteomics, there is considerable interest in such surface
prediction calculations as applied to characterizing proteinprotein interactions [7]. Moreover, prediction of surface
accessible residues from just sequence is a reasonable firstapproach for the important goal in structural biology of
modeling three-dimensional protein structure. Methods using
protein sequence information, including first-generation
machine learning approaches, typically have shown percent
accuracy on the order of 70-75% [8]-[10]. Two-stage and
related regression approaches are reported to have somewhat
better results for certain proteins [10]-[13]. The most
applicable of these includes improvements by Meller and
coworkers in their versions of SABLE [14].
Other structural features that may prove amenable to
characterization from sequence include specifically the
identification of key core e.g. strongly hydrophobic
residues [15][16]. Such residues can describe key
constraints in modeling a protein’s folding and may help
design modifications for proteins. The calculation of
Shannon entropy has been put forth as one of several
methods for scoring amino acid conservation in
proteins [17][18]. Shannon entropies for protein sequences
have been shown to correlate with configurational entropies
calculated from local physical parameters, including
backbone geometry [19]. However, such sequence entropy
by itself does not appear a unique identifier of structural
features [20][21].
Sequence entropy has shown some potential to
characterize protein-protein interfaces [22]. We have
previously shown two regions for sequence entropy and
hydrophobicity of individual residues when plotted with
respect to the inverse of their respective Cα packing
density [23]. The second region (associated with less than
11 Cα per 9Å radius) is essentially flat and consistent with

the most flexible residues, typically showing significant
exposure to solvent.
Here we propose to apply relevant sequence homology
parameters, including sequence entropy, as predictors of
residue solvent accessibility. They are used in conjunction
with qualitative predictors in the form of query (i.e. directly
from sequence) amino acid type (e.g. Gly). Though their
application here is somewhat novel, qualitative predictors
have been successfully utilized in economics, social sciences
and biology [24]. The qualitative predictors are separate
terms with respect to ones involving homology-based values
and can be treated as such. This allows consideration for
query residue type and/or measures of the conservation for
that residue. The key is to utilize only a limited set of
discrete and/or physically intuitive terms. This makes it
easier to note any intrinsic factors, including limitations,
involved in predicting solvent accessible residues.
II.

METHODS AND RESULTS

A. Homology Based Parameters

determined from the corresponding query X-ray structures
using NACCESS [31]. The fairly consistent characterization
of a solvent accessible region for the homology-based
parameters suggests their utility in predicting residues
accessible to solvent.
C. Qualitative Predictors
An initial simple calculation illustrates the application of
query-related qualitative predictors for RSA prediction [24].
Here we utilize just two such predictors, strongly
hydrophobic residues i.e. SHP (VLIFYMW) and the
remaining 13 non-strongly hydrophobic residues (NSHP).
Note we fit our 73,675 residue RSA (relative surface
accessibility) values to the variable Xi1 corresponding to the
E6 value at each residue i, and two qualitative predictors
SHP (Xi2 is 0) and NSHP (Xi2 is 1) with following
expression
Yi = β0 + β1Xi1 + β2Xi2 + εi.

The first key practical step is to characterize those
homology-based parameters that are likely to prove useful
in the prediction of solvent accessible residues. To this
purpose, sets of subject protein sequences are aligned to
query residues of the relevant protein sequences. For the
learning set we utilized a diverse 268-protein list [25].
Sequence alignment involved a straightforward and nonbiased standard application of BLASTP and PSI-BLAST to
a non-redundant database (Genbank) [26]. Our test set used
the standard 215-protein list from Naderi-Manesh et al. [27].
Sequence homology parameters for Lustig and
coworkers [23][25][28] include 20-term (E20) and 6-term
sequence entropy (E6) [18][29][30]. Here, standard 20-term
sequence entropy i.e. E20 at some residue position k is
expressed as

(2)

The generalized response function can be written as
E{Y} = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2,

(3)

with two respective response functions for fitting SHP and
NSHP
E{Y} = β0 + β1X1 where X2 is 0;

(4)

E{Y} = (β0 + β2) + β1X1 where X2 is 1. (5)
The R derived fit is show in Fig. 2 for both plots of the
same slope of 8.280 and intercepts β0 and (β0 +β2) of 5.10
and 24.93, respectively.
D. Results for 11 Models

Sk = -∑j=1, 20 Pjklog2Pjk ,

(1)

where probability Pjk at amino acid sequence position k is
derived from the frequency for an amino acid type j for N
aligned residues. And alternatively for 6-term entropy, j is
indexed over 6 classes of amino acid. Other sequence
homology parameters are the fraction of aligned residues
(corresponding to the query residues) that are strongly
hydrophobic (FSHP) and small i.e. Gly or Ala (FSR).
Shown in Fig. 1 is the correlation plot of these parameters
with respect to inverse Cα packing density.
B. RSA Calculations
Note the general description of two regions (see Fig. 1),
including for Region II corresponding to packing densities
less than 11 Cα in a standard packing radius less than 9Å.
Characterization of Region II residues indicates RSA values
consistent with exposure to solvent. The RSA values were

It was decided for the first extensive set of regressions to
renormalize RSA values as being in the interval from 0 to 1.
This approach [32], used in the social sciences and related
fields, was first considered here as an intermediate “step”
between SVM binary classification and regression involving
original RSA values.
Here we initially assume a fairly conservative threshold
that amino acids with less than 20% relative exposure to
solvent i.e RSA are to be classified as buried versus being
surface (and solvent) accessible [33]. The accuracy for the
test set of both buried and surface accessible residues is then
calculated by the standard expression of Richardson &
Barlow [9]. We first do linear regression for various models
on the learning set by fitting normalized RSA values (with
respect to a range 0 to 1) to various sequence homology
parameters (determined exclusively from just aligned
residues), notably the sequence entropies and a set of twenty

qualitative predictors (AA-set) describing query residue
type (e.g. Gly) [24][32]. Then, we analyze the test set with
those parameters to estimate normalized RSA values for
those 11 models (see Table 1). Here any predicted
renormalized value greater or equal to 0.5 is classified as
surface accessible. The addition of qualitative predictors
looks promising, especially noting relatively significant
first-stage prediction accuracies that involve no or few other
predictors.
There was a small increase in prediction accuracy of up
to 0.745 noted for test set proteins classified by including
assignments of secondary structure sub-class. However, this
was only as a result of keeping in-class learning and test sets.
Figure 1. Combined aggregate correlation plots of sequence entropy and
other homology-based parameters for the 268-protein list, calculated with
gaps excluded for a total of 235,138 BLASTP alignments. Packing density
is the number of Cα within a 9Å radius and excluded here is the portion of
Region II with packing densities less than 4 (<1% of all residues). Average
sequence entropy, E20 (open-square, ordinate) and E6 (closed-diamond)
are calculated by averaging the respective values for 73,727 query residues
for each inverse packing density value (abscissa). Fraction of strongly
hydrophobic residues (asterisk) and fraction of small residues (opendiamond) are calculated and averaged over a total of 7.12E7 aligned
residues, plotted against inverse packing density. Average values for all the
homology-based parameters are determined by averaging their respective
values within the same packing density interval. Note that the standard
deviations for E20 and E6 are comparable (typically 0.3), while typically
0.1 for FSHP and FSR.

TABLE I.
Models
= REL

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION ACCURACY FOR 215-TEST SET
Models =
REL

Accuracy
Un-norm.

Norm.

E20

0.631

0.627

E20+E6+
AA

E6

0.670

0.667

E20+E6

FSHP

0.673

0.670

AA

0.706

0.703

E20+
AA

0.721

0.731

E6+AA

0.731

0.725

E20+FSR
+FSHP+
(AA)
E6+FSR
+FSHP+
(AA)
E20+E6+
FSR+
FSHP+
(AA)

Accuracy
Unnorm.

Norm.

0.729

0.734

0.674

0.670

0.734

0.733

0.732

0.733

0.724

0.733

Moreover, the normalized results for both BLAST and PSIBLAST derived data sets are comparable as shown for the
eleven models. So we repeated the calculations without
normalizing the learning and test set RSA values for the
11 models of interest, using just the BLAST-derived
data (Table 1). Calculating RSA values directly has proven
a viable alternative [34][35] especially for second stage
methods [11]. All regression related calculations involved
version 2.12.2 of R.
I.

Figure 2. Sample regression fit for 73,675 query residues from the learning
268-protein list. Here we fit to original RSA (REL) values to a variable
term Xi1 as E6 and the qualitative predictor term having two values, where
Xi2 is 0 for SHP query residues and Xi2 is 1 for NSHP query residues. The
slope (8.280) corresponding to the variable term is the same for the two
plots, while the intercepts are 5.10 and 24.93 for β0 and (β0 + β2),
respectively. The extrapolation of RSA values to the 50,635 residues of the
215-Manesh-test set gives an estimated prediction accuracy of 0.638 as
estimated prediction accuracy. This accuracy assumes a modified threshold
of 23% or greater for classifying model Manesh RSA values as being on
the surface.

DISCUSSION

Two major regions are noted for the sequence homology
parameters when plotted against inverse Cα packing density,
here defined as the number of Cα within a 9Å radius.
Region II corresponding to packing densities less than 11, is
consistent with the corresponding query residues generally
being accessible to solvent. Region I residues, with packing
densities greater than or equal to 11, are typically
considered buried. Interestingly, substitutions of small
residues are disproportionately indicated in the most densely
packed regions, consistent with earlier observations for
original sequence i.e. query residues [36]. A very limited
number of sequence homology parameters in conjunction

with our AA-set qualitative predictors can well predict the
likelihood of a residue being buried as part of the binary
classification. The optimal set of predictors included the E6,
FSR, FSHP and AA-set, and alternatively E, E6, FSR,
FSHP and AA-set.
The direct introduction as qualitative predictors of
secondary sub-class information did not improve prediction
results. However, limiting learning and test sets [37] to their
respective sub-classes did show some improvement. In this
regard it might be useful to determine if an experimental
method, such as circular dichroism (CD), can allow us to
independently classify protein secondary structure sub-class
classifications for such purposes. Moreover there may be
utility in using computationally designed proteins as learning
sets, given secondary structure prediction appears to
significantly improve by the use of such learning sets [38].
Moreover, it is surprising that E6 entropy by itself is so
useful, suggesting other alternative types of entropy that
need to be explored. Noteworthy are pair-wise entropies that
may allow filtering of possible tertiary structure contact
pairs, which are known to be largely in the buried region [39]
of proteins.
Multiple stages have been shown to be of some
advantage with respect to predicting residue solvent
accessibility with SVM and regression approaches [10][11].
Others have calculated solvent accessible surface areas
values explicitly, rather than RSA values [40]. But even with
a range of accessibility thresholds for prediction
optimization, accuracy remains at about 74-79%. Indeed our
calculations compare favorably to existing single-stage
calculations [41]. A second-stage implementation with our
first-stage qualitative predictor methodology is in
development.
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